“A merry heart does good like a medicine,” was the theme of a special Praise program hosted by Pastor J. Brian Bailey at Trinity Bible College in Mayfield Village, OH. Dr. Daniel M. McCloskey, professor and pastor of Bible and Missions at Trinity, delivered the powerful message of victory to evangelical Mario Morillo, president and senior pastor of Bahay Puso Ministry, and to the B.P.M. staff, clergy, and laymen. Mr. Bahay Puso is a national Bible study and missions organization started by Dr. McCloskey.

Praise host, Mark Chronna, recently spoke with Dr. Jaime Ramon Bryant, director and senior pastor of Empowerment Temple in Baltimore, MD, the fastest growing church in the A.M.E. denomination. Dr. Bryant gave an encouraging word about the beauty and strength in worshipping the Lord.

It was a delight to have Matthew Knowles present at Trinity Praise with music and messages of Destiny’s Child, on Praise. Pastor of recording artist, Desiree Knowles, he has been a guiding light behind the careers of many other successful groups and musicians including, En Vogue, Le’Fats, Praise, Alicia’s Blues, and the Gospels. Matthew stressed about how his faith in God has guided and strengthened him as a parent and a business man.

We enjoyed a wonderful time of ministry with Praise hosts Steve and Laurie Groothuis and their guest, Dr. Mylene Murciano, president and senior pastor of Bahay Puso Ministry International in N Recoless, Philippines. Dr. Murciano is a multi-gifted, international speaker and author who always blesses us with his deep insights into the Word of God.

TBN’S FINANCIAL REPORT
TBN is accountable to the Lord and to YOU, our Partners, for the way in which the funds you entrust to us are spent. This pie-chart graph is based on our most recent audited financial report and gives a summation about how TBN’s budget was spent in 2005.

SEVEN KEYS TO YOUR HEALING
“BEHOLD, NOW I KNOW THAT THERE IS NO OTHER GOD IN ALL THE EARTH.” II KINGS 3:15

There is a story in the Bible so strong that it is almost hard to believe! But, by the help of the gracious Holy Spirit, in the key to that need of yours which just may be waiting for you to turn it to!

This time Eliza was the special guest, and people with all kinds of needs came to hear for prayer, deliverance and help. Next door to northern Israel lived King Jephthah, the king of Ephraim, and the whole school of the prophets lived nearby.

The most stirring event for the king of Syria was a mighty man of valor, Nahum by name. He was a godly and faithful soldier, but, also, suffered with the most dreadful disease of that day — LEPROSY. Fortunately, the young man who was servant to the king of Syria, with his hand in blood, knew of Eliza the prophetess.

Now, I know you are a bit of history so far, but HOLD ON! There is a spiritual key coming up that just may change your life.

The young man said one day to his mistress, “WOULD GOD MY LORD WERE WITH THE PROPHET [ELIZAB], FOR HE WOULD RECOVER HIM OF HIS LEPROSY.” II KINGS 3:14

When this word reached Nahum he was ecstatic! He and his servants struck off for the tent with their hands full of silver and gold, thousand pieces of gold.

Now, one would think with an important guest like Nahum the prophet Eliza would have, at least, a modest greeting committee! But NO... the prophet simply sends his servant Gehazi out to greet Nahum with a most unusual command.

Now here come the KEYS! How many of us have been playing for something... sometimes for years with no answer or help? Please realize that these are not just any old KEYS, but I can tell you by a word from the Holy Spirit these many are!

Let’s see what Gehazi instruct Nahum from the word of his master, Eliza.

"GO WASH IN JORDAN SEVEN TIMES, AND THY FLESH SHALL COME AGAIN TO THEE, AND THOU SHALT BE CLEAN." II KINGS 5:8-9

Well, talk about a step in the face — no wonder Nahum was “swollen and went some.” This would be like having an army doctor tell General Wayne Price, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, go up to the Potomac!”

Praise the Lord !
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Join your watchable TBN family for a great week of REVIVAL. Praise-ion April 2-5
JOIN YOUR TNB FAMILY FOR REVIVAL PRAISE-A-THON, APRIL 8-13!

YOUR PLEDGE FOR SOULS helps TNB bring programs such as the Harvest Crusades with Pastor Greg Laurie, websites with Pastor Paul A. Jones, live concerts of heroes around the world. This is possible through a network of over 15,000 television stations and cable affiliates, plus direct-to-home satellite receiver and the Internet. Please be a part of God’s great love and time to witness the national PLEDGE TO REACH SOULS!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR BIBLION! (Paul Jr. and Paul Jr. pictured in India) Newsweek stations, cable systems, direct-into-home satellite, the Internet—God has given us these great technological tools to tell the GOOD NEWS of love and salvation to the world! TNB has over 5,000 foreign only TV stations and cable affiliate worldwide. Please help support TNB in answering the “Broadcast Code” that come to us from the four corners of the earth—the PLEDGE TO SUPPORT BIBLION!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR SATELLITE! "And I saw another angel seated on the earth with a great scepter, giving the everlasting gospel to the people..." Rev. (14:6). TNB is now facilitating the earth with Christian TV through satellite to powerful sateillite reachs. Please help keep these great satellite "seeds" going—so amazing works around the world, PLEDGE FOR SATELLITE!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR NEW STATIONS! Renovations complete on TNB new stations in dramatic Mandarin. This new facility will soon stretch New York City with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 7 new stations: Ch. 21 in Virginia Beach, VA; Ch. 32 in Orlando, FL; Ch. 39 in Houston, TX—be among the 53 TNB networks. TNB Studio at a Church, ITV—the Church Channel and TNB Index USA to those live. Let’s keep your TNB growing and strong. Please pledge for new stations!

PLEDGE FOR THE LORD! You’ll “听到 church” with your TNB every time you watch Praise the Lord! TNB is one of America’s premiere praise and worship music and ministry groups, such as Donnie Wilson Christian band, Paul Jones digital stations and celebrity, sports figures, and more! Please pledge to keep Praise the Lord ministering to hearts and homes around the world!

Pledge today and you’ll be helping the Lord ministering to hearts and homes around the world.

For $25 PER MONTH or $250 ONE TIME

TBN PROMISE BOX

I shall never forget my mother’s precious PROMISE: “Today is the day of salvation. Your call is a call of salvation. If you do not answer it, the day of salvation is closed to you. Don’t waste any time, answer it today!”

As a child, I remember we always drew a scraping card from the box, expecting to win something fancier than the last time. I cannot imagine a world without a TV, and I cannot imagine a world today without TBN.

It’s time to send you a most beautiful and unique “Pleasure Promise” holder. The metal workers have created a holder shaped like the beautiful Trinity Christian International logo. Situated on the back of your TV is a round hole, with gold colored metal, and on the back of the holder is the combination of many Scripture texts to bless and encourage you with that special Word for the day.

Make your pledge as indicated above, and many precious promises will be on their way to you!

To receive the Praise-A-Thon gift, it is necessary to make a pledge by mail, telephone or via the internet at www.tbn.org. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery of pledge gifts and love gifts.

SEND YOUR LOVE GIFT TODAY TO: TBN, P.O. BOX & SANTA ANA, CA 92711 or call TBN’s Prayer and/or Pledge Line: 1-888-731-1000 (toll-free in the U.S. and Canada)

For callers outside of the United States, please phone: +1-714-731-1000

To make or renew your Praise-A-Thon pledge, or for more information about TBAs please go for www.tbn.org

A limited quantity of gifts is available, so order soon. Only one gift per card, and only one gift per household. If you do not live in the United States and Canada, please call 1-888-731-1000 or visit TBN.org.

FRIDAY UPDATE: CELEBRATE AND PRAY

The Old Testament prophet looked centuries into the future and described the final days of Jesus on earth. These visions were fulfilled in remarkable detail, revealing the true identity of the Messiah—the Savior of the world. Yes, twenty-four promises were fulfilled in one of the most extraordinary messages of hope. Your Praise-A-Thon pledge by mail, phone call or at www.tbn.org will bring this fulfillment to millions of souls and you with all our love—new, 3rd strong years ago.

For any call and pledge prophecies of the passion—DVD

To receive the Praise-A-Thon gifts, it is necessary to make a pledge by mail, telephone or via the internet at www.tbn.org. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery of pledge gifts and love gifts.

For anycall and pledge prophecies of the passion—DVD
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